
History of Social Security 
1935-1975

The first 100 days (of the New Deal) may have saved capitalism, but 88 
days in 1935 literally changed the face of America for the next half 

century.



Zoom 

Mic and Video off Questions in chat—
break and end

Thanks to Zoom support

Scott & Carrie
5-10 minute break 
halfway through



Not about 
individual 
benefits

Please review Class Outline

• Historical context
• Passage of SS Act
• RSI
• DI
• MEDICARE
• SSI



Personal Perspective (Biases and Experience)
• Student Child Beneficiary
• Worked SS Administration for 39 years
• Adjudicated claims
• Worked in management of SS Offices in multiple states
• Planning staff for SSI
• Regional Office Policy and Systems
• Central Office Systems and Policy
• Out of date and do not represent Social Security Administration!



Why a history of Social Security class?

The first 100 days (of the New Deal) may have saved capitalism, but 88 days in 1935 literally changed the face of 
America for the next half century.—Michael Parrish in Anxious Decades

The Social Security Act was both a response to human needs

AND

A response to economic needs.

• Convoluted, at times unfair, but one of the best in the world.

• This is a history class: how we got Act and the programs involved. 



History of Elderly and Disabled

• There have always been elderly, widows, and children
• Different societies have dealt with issues differently

• Nothing
• Greeks olive oil and paid jurors
• Medieval Europe

• Feudalism
• Guilds
• Family
• Charity
• Monasteries



Military 
Heroes 

and 
Veterans

• Romans granted land
• English paid pensions
• Revolutionary War 

pensions to disabled 
patriots before 
constitution

• Civil War Pensions
• VA benefits
• Served as example for 

how to administer



Different 
societies 

dealt 
differently 

with 
needy

Infanticide/Death
Dependent on 

community 
economic status

Elderly expelled 
to starve

Disabled made 
useful or expelled



Guilds
• Regulated     
production and 
employment
• Range of benefits
• illness
• death
• Financial difficulties



Gerocomeia established in Byzantium

• Emperor visited annually
• Monasteries practiced 

hospitality
• Beginning of hospitals (more like 

nursing homes)
• church thought of elderly as 

closer to God



Monasteries 
provided 

support to 
needy

• Monasteries were a 
primary source of poor and 
medical relief

• With the Dissolution of the 
Monasteries poor relief 
moved from voluntary to a 
compulsory tax



Friendly Societies

• Evolved into fraternal 
organizations

• Masons very prolific



Friendly societies

• Developed throughout Europe in 16th century
• Started providing actuarily sound insurance
• By the beginning of the 19th century pervasive

• Freemasons (America 1730s)
• Odd Fellows 1819
• Elks 1868
• Local Order of Moose 1888
• Fraternal Order of Eagles 1898



English Poor Laws of 1601

• Problem grew significantly after Henry VIII dissolved monasteries
• Elizabeth I responded to severe economic depression
• Versions remained in force more than 250 years
• Established the parish as means of dealing with need
• 3 categories of dependents

• Vagrant
• Involuntary unemployed
• Helpless



Parishes had the power to:
• Raise taxes as needed
• Build almshouses for indoor relief
• Provide outdoor relief in cash and kind
• Provide tools and materials for work
• Distinguish between deserving and undeserving
• Force recent inhabitants to move out of area, sending back to 

home area to support
• Beat and Brand vagrants



Parishes 
could 

Enforce

• Parents supporting children
• Children supporting parents
• Children were placed in 

apprenticeships as 
administrator directed

• As deemed appropriate 
Vagrants were placed in 
facilities for 

• prisoners, 
• The insane,
• The disabled and elderly 



Colonization a 
solution

• Indentured Service
• First Ireland
• North America/Caribbean
• Later Australia

• Penal Transportation Act 1717



Colonies/States followed Poor Law models
• Parishes determined and provided need
• Rural communities used an auction/contract method

• Auctioned care to lowest bidder—lump sum or periodic
• Farmer or homeowner took in—often resulted in abuse

• Urban communities developed almshouse/workhouses
• Only small portion able bodied
• Greatest need in winter
• Expensive—turned to outdoor relief



Economic Security in Colonial America

• Thomas Paine—Agrarian Justice
• 10% inheritance tax
• 15 pounds each citizen turning 21
• 10 pounds annually to each person 50 or older



Severe Depression Challenged all Systems

Irish Potato Famine Great Depression



American 
changes 

Beginning 
1880s

• The Industrial Revolution
• Urbanization

• 1890—28% of people in cities
• 1930—56% of people in cities

• Disappearance of extended families
• Marked increase in life expectancy



Development 
of Social 
Insurance

• “Social”--framed in part by broad 
social objectives

• “Insurance”-- group  insured against 
defined risk

• “retirement”—producing a loss of 
income due to cessation of work

• Bismarck implemented in 1889
• By 1935 34 nations had some form 

• 20 called for worker contributions



TR early Advocate of Social Insurance

Progressive Party Platform in 1912:
“We pledge ourselves to work unceasingly in state 
and nation for….The protection of home life against 
the hazards of sickness, irregular employment, and 
old age through the adoption of a system of social 
insurance adapted to American use.”



Welfare Capitalism

• Employers responsible for providing security
• Filene’s
• Railroads

• Safety First Programs in manufacturing
• Prevent Death and Dismemberment

• Issues
• Tied to one employer
• Seldom addressed long-term
• Unions objected to management manipulation



Public Health
Impact

• 1900 to 1930 life expectancy 
increased 10 years

• Great improvements in:
• sanitation, 
• nutrition, 
• drinking water

• 1935—6.5 to 7.8 to million 
considered aged (generally 65)



Great Depression
• Biggest fear was not having/losing job
• People hid need
• Continued belief that worthy would not be in 

need
• Some 1935 Middletown: "What Depression? 

We haven’t had a depression here.”



Huey Long—Share Our Wealth

• Government confiscate wealth of rich
• Guarantee each family $5,000
• Limit: 

• private fortunes to $50 million
• legacies to $5 million
• Annual income to $1 million

• Everyone over 60 gets a pension
• 1935—27,000 clubs with 7.7 million members



The Townsend Movement

• Dr. Francis E. Townsend—unemployed in 1933
• Townsend Old-Age Revolving Pension Plan

• $200 every citizen over 62
• Retired
• Free from criminality
• Money spent in US within 30 days

• 1935—7,000 Townsend Clubs, 2.2 million members
• Payments would have required ½ of nation’s income
• 1949 considered a replacement for SSA

• Only 39 HR votes short of passage



Response to 
Depression

• Do Nothing
• Just another dip in economy

• Voluntary charity
• Hoover had worked to feed 

hungry after WWI
• Worked because US able to 

respond
• Expand welfare benefits for 

those hardest hit



Elderly 
Hit 

Hardest

Bank Crisis—elderly lost 
savings were counting on

Let go to save jobs of 
heads of families

Many who had homes 
could not pay mortgage



Hoover Position

• Hoover saw relief as threat to:
• Federal budget
• Self reliance of American people
• Local self rule

• Coordinated and encouraged state and local 
charity

• Dept of Ag LOANS to farmers for seed and 
animals

• Desperately sincere



Pensions
• Company pensions

• Most older workers dismissed when no longer 
productive

• Didn’t vest
• By 1932 only 15% of labor force had any 

potential for pension
• State pensions/aid

• Practically non-existent prior to 1930
• 30 States had some form
• County administered
• Most did not want to go to poor farm



FDR Elected 1932
•Balanced budget but feds 
owed citizens relief when 
states unable

•Two biggest problems
•Elderly 
•Unemployed



Francis Perkins

• Had worked for FDR when 
Governor of New York

• Secretary of Labor
• Agreed to take job if could 

pursue objectives—A 
permanent social safety net



FDR—program of broader appeal
1. Assistance to Aged
2. Unemployment insurance
3. Old-age pension
4. Health insurance
5. Assistance to the handicapped
6. Assistance to widows and children



FDR unveiled plans June 8, 1934

•State and federal components
•Individual payroll contributions
•Little or no general taxes



Committee of Economic 
Security

To recommend a 
“program for 
security against 
the hazards and 
vicissitudes of 
life”

Consisted of:
• Academic experts-

resented didn’t 
accept more of ideas

• State programs—
Wisconsin leader in 
social programs

• Experts on legal and 
constitutional issued



FDR introduced Legislation January 17, 1935

Press mostly negative

Many “experts” objected not used social welfare approach

“ultimate socialistic control of life and industry”—national 
Association of Manufacturers

Many businessmen favored concept but rejected the taxes



FDR mandated
• Relief for unemployed
• Relief for old-aged
• Long term social insurance for the elderly
• As little cost as possible to government



Three 
Big 

Issues

Cost State Federal 
Relationship

Constitutionality



Cost
• Treasury—too expensive for government
• Others—too weak to have any economic impact
• Business protested they would go bankrupt 



State Federal Relationship

• Furious debate over the fundamentals of American federalism
• Advocates wanted federal role for uniform benefits
• Issues of mobility and multiple systems
• Most of Congress wanted states having a large role

• Political
• Fiscal
• Agreed if feds provided grants should mandate

• Minimum levels
• Monitor for  competence



Constitutionality Concerns

Tenth Amendment—what not given to feds reserved to states

Lower federal benches had issued hundreds of injunctions against 
New Deal legislation

Provided special taxing provisions (not direct) in hope for 
constitutionality

A number of historian believe some who voted for bill did so 
because believed it would be found unconstitutional



HR passed bill
• Changed name to Social Security Act
• Flipped order of titles

• Old Age Assistance had most political support
• Social Insurance program for aged—answer to 

Townsend Movement
• Unemployment Insurance most controversial



Senate and Conference Committee
• U.I. state-federal collaboration with a federal reserve fund

• States had lots of latitude
• Some states provided very weak programs

• Used to attract employers wanting to cut taxes

• FDR supported strong state involvement
• Health insurance eliminated
• Many amendments

• Helen Keller—Benefits for Blind



Financing

• Title I Fed grants but lack of national standards
• Feds supported all states with same grants

• 1939 results:
• MA paid child $61/month
• MS paid child $8/month

• Title II Payroll taxes were politically astute but 
economically backward

• Desire to not add to business costs
• Low rates of taxes
• Step plan to increase as economy 

improved—Congress always reluctant
• Title III Fed-state crazy quilt of benefits by states



Financing challenging

• Both Justices Harlan Stone and Louis Brandeis advised 
on taxation

• Convoluted relationship of tax payments to benefits
• Payroll taxes Title IX 



FDR on 
Controversial 
Payroll Taxes

“We put those payroll 
contributions there so as to 
give the contributors a legal, 
moral, and political right to 
collect their pensions and 
their unemployment 
benefits.  With those taxes 
in there, no damn politician 
can ever scrap my social 
security program.”



Social Security Act Passed August 14, 1935



Social Security Act of 1935

• Title I Grants to States for Old-Age Assistance
• Title II Federal Old-Age Benefits
• Title III Grants to States for unemployment Compensation Administration
• Title IV Grants to States for Aid to Dependent Children
• Title V Grants to States for Maternal and Child Welfare
• Title VI Public Health Work
• Title X Grants to the States for Aid to the Blind
• Titles VII, VIII. IX, and XI Taxes and Administration 



Immediate Response
• Press unfavorable

• Hearst press—SS would require wearing a metal identification tag
• Chided that few would receive at age 65
• Claimed would bankrupt businesses

• Republican party launched an attack as soon as signed
• Alf Landon called SS:

• A cruel hoax
• Unjust, unworkable, stupidly drafted and wastefully financed



Middletown in Transition (1936 election)

Two conservative Republican newspapers:
• That because of “poor, weak human nature” their will always be 

some people too lazy to work, too spendthrift to save, too short-
sighted to plan. Doesn’t the Bible prove this when it says, “The 
poor ye have always with you?”

• Swell chance you have of ever getting a “raise” in your pay with 
your employer’s being thus “soaked” by this new tax.



Middletown Values

• That charity will always be necessary
• That in a real emergency anyone with any human feeling will “share his shirt 

with an unfortunate who needs it.”
• But that a “government dole” on a large scale is an entirely different thing 

from charity to an individual.
• That idleness and thriftlessness are only encouraged by making charity too 

easy.
• That it “undermines a man’s character” for him to get what he doesn’t earn.



Real Test—the Supreme Court

Justices felt the constitution 
was a document of 
limitations and free 
enterprise to “protect 
hardworking businessmen 
from meddlesome 
government regulation and 
spoilation by radical 
legislative majorities.”



Supreme 
Court—
Black 
Monday 
5/27/35

3 unanimous opinions striking down 
elements of New Deal on grounds of 
unchecked centralized power
1. Emergency Farm Mortgage Act—

deprived creditors of property 
without due process of law

2. President’s authority to remove 
executive officials without 
consent of Congress—not apply 
to Federal Trade Commission

3. Too much power to Interstate 
Commerce Commission



Supreme 
Court 
positions

• Seriously impacted the role of the 
President/Executive Branch

• Reduced the Role of the ICC
• Brandeis committed to checking 

centralized power whether business or 
government

• Extraordinary conditions do not create or 
enlarge constitutional power



Supreme Court Anti-Labor Law

• New York passed minimum wage and hour law 
• 10 hours for women and children
• (many business began the move to New Jersey)

• SC threw out on basis of “liberty of contracts”
• States and Republicans objected

• Landon supported a Constitutional amendment for state legislation
• Republican platform--protect women and children with respect to hours, wages, 

and working conditions



Court Packing Proposal

• 1913 DOJ file of proposal by McReynolds
• Young men added to federal judiciary for each aged 70 

judge
• SC had 6 justices over 70
• FDR proposed double encumbering seats following 

McReynolds plan
• Immediate backlash 



SC Opinions 
on New Deal 
Changed

No one sure why

1936 election showed strong support of 
New Deal

Depression not short 

Some say fear of FDR packing

Some say guarantee that justices would not 
lose pensions



Social Security Act Constitutional, 6/1/37

Steward Machine Company v. Davis

“It is too late today for the 
argument to be heard with 
tolerance that in a crisis so extreme 
the use of the moneys of the nation 
to relieve the unemployed and their 
dependents is a use for any purpose 
narrower than the promotion of the 
general welfare.”

Helvering v. Davis

“The proceeds of both (employee 
and employer) taxes are to be paid 
into the Treasury like internal-
revenue taxes generally, and are not 
earmarked in any way.” That is, the 
Social Security Tax was 
constitutional as a mere exercise of 
Congress’s general taxation powers.



What is Social Security?

Various definitions



Broad Definition

Social security is a job when you can work 
and an income when you can’t.

---Lord William Beveridge



New Deal Economic Security

• Major drivers of economic security
• Adequate level of production
• Purchasing power of the individual

• Social Security Act—income when you can’t work
• Retirement and survivors insurance
• Unemployment insurance
• Categorical Assistance for food, clothing, and shelter

• Fair Labor Standards Act—hours, pay, and work conditions
• Effective if compulsory and some federal support



Three kinds of 
Financing to 
Replace Income

• Social insurance
• Contributions equal total cost

• Assistance
• Legislative appropriations equal cost

• Allowances or demogrants
• Basic grant to all citizens,
• Closest in U.S. standard payment to 

Alaska Natives/Native Americans



Many definitions of Social Security

• American invention 
• HR changed name of Bill from Economic Security to Social Security

• Now used throughout the world
• Implies different things to different countries/people

• In U.S. generally used to mean our Federal system of old-age, survivors, and 
disability insurance 

• In other countries and sometimes US, a broad safety net of programs



Social Security 
This class

• Specifically title II—Retirement, 
survivors, and disability 
insurance

• Generally programs administered 
by the Social Security 
Administration when paired

• Medicare—entitlement only



Implementation 
Challenging

• Creating Systems of Records
• Employer Identification Numbers (EIN)
• Social Security Numbers (SSN)
• Wage Records
• Benefit Payment Records

• Establish a method for quick certification of 
earnings and calculation of benefit payments

• Identifying Employers/Processing Applications 
for EINs

• Identifying Covered Employees/Processing 
Applications for SSNs

• Collecting Taxes (IRS)



Employer Identification Numbers
• Application forms distributed by Post Offices 

November 16, 1936
• Sent to SSA in Baltimore for processing
• 9-digit number

• 00-0000000
• First 2 reflected location of employer
• (now reflect IRS processing location)



Social Security Numbers

• Application forms distributed by 
post office beginning 11/24/36

• Individuals and employers could 
both apply

• Cards typed and issued by P.O 
and SSA employees

• Completed forms mailed to 
Baltimore



Social Security Number

• 9-digit number—enough for future needs
• 999-99-9999
• Area Number first 3—geographic by state

• 001-595  assigned based on population
• 700 Railroad Retirement numbers

• Group Number—4th and 5th

• Odd first 10 (01-09) then even (10-98)
• Go back and fill in 02 through 99

• Serial number—last 4



Number Applications

• Used name of choice 
(work under)

• Alleged age (prove 
when retire)

• No one over 65
• Carry with you
• Many people ended 

up with two (one self, 
one boss)



Card Design
• Adopted 10/13/36
• Frederick E. Happel

• Artist and photo 
engraver

• Paid $60
• First order 26 million
• Second version slightly 

altered adopted in 1937
• Replacement card design 

1938-1974



Cards more Complex
•18 versions by 1975
•Now 34
•1972 Amendments 
required proofs

•1983 Amendments
• Tamper resistant
• Security features



Most Misused—078-05-1120
• 1938 wallet manufacturer showed card fit into wallet
• Borrowed Secretary’s SSN card to copy
• Left her SSN on card
• Marked specimen
• Wallet sold by Woolworth’s to many people
• Over 40,000 incorrect reports received
• By 1977 still had 12 earnings reports for number
• SSA voided number and advertised error



One of Most 
Controversial 
Aspects

Herbert Hoover refused to 
be “numberized”

Newspapers reported would 
have to wear metal disk

Fear of government 
permeant identifier



SSN Record Keeping

•Large system of all SSN application information
•Numident--Numbers
•Alphadent--Names



Earnings Information
• Baltimore Harbor had the only building available with floors 

strong enough to support anticipated weight of files
• Not practical to decentralize
• Requested proposals from 100+ businesses
• Created ledger account file for each individual
• IBM developed several machines
• Reverted to claims folders for due and paid information
• 11% John Doe reports had to be investigated/resolved



Title II--Federal Old Age Benefits
• 65 fixed as age 
• 60% of workers covered
• Not paid if earned an amount equal to benefit
• One time payment for individual who paid taxes but 

retired/died before 1940
• Taxes 1% on earnings up to $3,000
• Quarter of Coverage = $50 in 3-month calendar quarter
• Computation weighted to lower earnings



Excluded from
Coverage--1935

Railroad and government workers—
had plans

Self-employed

Farm workers

Domestic and service workers

Nonprofits 



Payment Information to Treasury

• Checks issued by P.O. 3rd of month
• Cutoffs 2nd week for new person
• Cutoff 3rd week for change to 

ongoing benefits
• 222,488 beneficiaries received 

$35,000,000 in first year--1940



1939 Amendments
• Too large a surplus was impacting economy
• Pay benefits beginning 1/1/40 (rather than 1/42)
• Fixed financing--created FDIC 
• Covered earnings of workers over 65
• Survivors  and Dependents benefits

• Wife or widow
• Child under 16, 18 if in school
• Widow if caring for child
• Totally dependent parent if 65



First Retirement Benefit 
Paid—Ida May Fuller

•Filed claim November 1939
•Legal Secretary
•First check issued
•$22.54
•Died in 1975 at the age of 100



Benefit 
structure a 
cultural 
perspective

• Benefits based on cultural 
perspectives of the times

• Assumptions about low wage 
earners

• Assumptions about families
• State marriage and 

inheritance laws



Women’s 
Benefits

• Original assumption—most women receive as 
auxiliaries

• 1939—25% of workforce was women
• 14% of women workers were married 

(usually not lifetime workers)
• Paid higher of own or spousal benefits

• Several amendments modified benefits for 
women workers

• More married women working outside home
• Retirement age 62 for women
• Benefit computations and receipt of benefits



1950 
Amendments

• Special legislation to increase 
benefits—up 77%

• Extended Title X to Aid to Disabled as 
well as Blind

• Lump Sum Death Benefit 
• Benefits for husbands and widowers
• Coverage of:

• Non-profit workers
• Non-professional self-employed
• Domestic workers if 2 days/week 

same employer
• Numerous small groups



Amendments
Continue to add groups of coverage until 95% covered
• 1956—coverage of Armed Services
• 1972—Automatic Cost of Living
1977 Began efforts to restore financial balance
• 1977—Wages Indexed for inflation
• 1983—First taxation of benefits

• Gradual increase in full retirement age to 67 in 2027



Disability Insurance 

Various definitions



Disability Issues

• Eliminated from 1935 Act
• Avoid runaway costs
• Subjective rather than objective determination
• Courts had been liberal with private insurance
• Lack incentives to rehabilitate
• Private disability insurance had bad experiences



Disability Freeze—1954 Amendments

• The Disability Freeze—excluded a disabled worker’s period 
of disability when calculating retirement benefits

• Definition of disability:
• The inability to engage in any substantial gainful activity 

by reason of any medically determinable physical or 
mental impairment which can be expected to result in 
death or to be of long-continued and indefinite duration.

• Blindness



Freeze Eligibility:

Disability lasted for at least 6 months

Earnings record--20 out of 40 QCs

State agencies , under agreement with SSA, 
would make disability determinations 
reimbursed through trust funds

Recipients would be referred for 
rehabilitation services



Disability Cash 
Benefits—56  
Amendments

• Strongly contested
• AMA--lead to socialized medicine

• Definition same as for Freeze
• Workers aged 50-64
• 6-month waiting period
• Reduced by federal disability benefit or 

workman’s comp
• States to make disability determinations
• Established disability trust fund (0.25% each)
• SSA to monitor continued eligibility



Importance of Onset Date
• Must meet medical and non-medical 

criteria
• Insured status tied to date of onset
• Date of Onset—

• Date first became disabled
• Tied to physical evidence
• Tied to ability to do SGA



DI Expansion

• 1958 Amendments
• Benefits for auxiliaries
• Repeal offset WC and federal 

benefits
• Up to12 months retroactive 

payment
• 1960 Amendments

• Benefits under age 60
• Trial Work Period to try working 

without losing benefits



1965 
Amendments

Amended definition by changing duration to: 
…expected to last for a continuous period of not 
less than 12 months.

Restored offsetting disability with different 
calculation

Limit on attorney’s fees

Ways and Means Committee expectation 
“procedures will be utilized to assure that the 
worker’s condition will be reviewed periodically.”



1967 Amendments--DI

• Introduced disabled widow(er)s benefits beginning age 50
• Clarified definition: ”…a person must not only be unable to do his or her 

previous work but also be unable, considering age, education and 
experience, to do any work that exists in the national economy, whether or 
not such work exists in the general area in which he lives or whether he 
would be hired to so such work.”

• Congress felt the courts were eroding the definition of disability because of 
local availability of jobs.



1972 Amendments

• Reduced the waiting period to 5 months
• Increased age ceiling for Childhood Disability Benefits from 

18 to 22
• Extended Medicare to DIB after 24 consecutive months of 

benefit entitlement 



Definition of 
Substantial 
Gainful Activity

• Substantial work activity 
involves the performance of 
significant physical and/or 
mental duties which are 
productive.

• Gainful work activity is work 
performed for remuneration or 
profit.

• Need not be full time.



State Role in Disability Determinations 
• Each state had a Medical Review Team for title X decisions
• Operated under the state Vocational Rehabilitation (VR) agency

• DIB Must accept VR if offered
• SSA agreement with states for disability decisions

• SSA definition of disability
• SSA paid full costs for decisions



Listing of 
Impairments

• Set out in SSA regulations
• Impairments for each of 

the body systems
• Must have:

• symptoms,
• clinical signs, and
• laboratory findings 

specified



Continuing Disability Reviews (CDR)

• Periodic review of medical impairment
• NOW- law every 3 years
• Under certain conditions SSA will review every 5 or 7 years
• SGA on record will also trigger a CDR



Health Insurance 



Supplemental Security 
Income 
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